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ven though the use of a marking knife is well documented by just
about every woodworking magazine and Internet how-to, such as
Instructables and Craftsy, it’s nice to have a cheat sheet from a
toolmaker.
Pencils are convenient markers;
that’s their job, after all, making
marks of all kinds. But, unless you
are describing for yourself things
like one side of a piece of wood
from the other, or which end is up,
even a slight graphite tip is too fat
for accurate woodworking incisions.

Just visualize that pencil-made
mark: are you planning to cut unswervingly down the middle of that
marked line or to the right or to the left of it? It is surprising how loose an
estimate that pencil mark is, even when
drawn against a straight edge.
Sure, you can get along in some cases
marking with an Exacto Knife: they are
cheap and ubiquitous. Even so, as
handy and direct as Exacto’s are for
slicing through cardboard, they are imprecise tools for incising tasks such as
making dovetails. That’s because they
are so nicely beveled on both sides, and

are relatively flimsy.

So, you are not well served by using either
a pencil or an Exacto Knife when cutting and
cleaning the pin sockets in your dovetails,
the very hallmark of quality in woodworking.
Your dovetails should be air tight, an accomplishment that demands super precision
from the tools used to make them.

Indeed, it will be the good and simple marking knife that brings you to that
level of accuracy, precision and control. Both right and left-handed
woodworkers easily use a marking knife with its spear or v-point.

Left: Hock Tools ¾" Marking Knife, #MK075. Right: Hock Tools ¼" Marking Knife.

These blades have no “handed” reference, and are switched by whichever
hand is dominant to sit flush against a straight edge.
They are used with or without handles. We sell Hock Tools marking knives
without handles because woodworkers typically do not require a handle on
these particular tools, or self-build to their own specifications and fit. What

you might want to consider, though, is which type of handle feels good in
your hand, and how your hands are most comfortable and agile when
working.
Some people want a longer blade because they can fit it into all sorts of
deep-in-there crannies and other small dark places so that they may cut
the tiniest bit away, clean out residue, and discreetly cut through wood rather than crush
wood fiber.
Also, you want
your knife to
sharpen readily.
You want to
score a nice
layout line
against a ruler,
to define and
guide where to
chisel or saw,
or return to cut
a line in a
small, tight
space. You
want to cut cleanly across the grain, nipping a clean little line at the edge
to nestle your saw, or to confidently deepen that first score. You want to be
able to define where you will place a hinge, for instance, and to quickly
prep that same section with hash-lines in order to better and more easily
chisel it out for setting that hypothetical hinge.

And you want to choose just the right knife for the right job: A doublebeveled knife – where the knife is beveled on both sides – cuts in both directions, and is considered a versatile tool best for carving where you need
to turn the knife from right side to left as you work. However, the double
bevel makes it tricky to scribe a straight line against a straight edge because the bevel maintains a space between the straight edge that you are
holding, or have placed where you want to scribe, and the edge of the
knife. This means you must angle a double beveled knife just so while applying consistent pressure for the duration of your scoring operation which,

again, would be carving.












Single Bevel Violin and Marking Knives
Beveled sides up.

Violin and Marking Knives
beveled sides down.

Also, some people confuse single and double beveled knives. Because the
bevel on a marking knife follows the spear or V-shape of the point, it appears to some these “wings” describe a double bevel. However, a single
bevel knife is beveled on one side of the blade only; the other side is flat;
the “wings,” or shape have nothing to do with it.
Accurately position your straight
edge where you want a line
marked. Then place the flat side
of your knife against the straight
edge, your reference. With the tip
now biting slightly into the wood,
move the blade with a firm, continuous motion along the straight
edge.
Some woodworkers choose Hock
Tools’ violin knives as marking
knives because violin knives each have attributes similar to Hock Tools
marking knives – in length, thickness, angle of point, sharpness, and bevel
options — because, well because it feels right to them. Plus, Hock Tools violin knives — with their acute angle points — are beveled specifically for
right or left handed people.

When it comes down to it, your preferences, style, and what work is on
your bench dictates which blade or blades you will keep beside you for
marking. Either way, the Hock Tools line of marking and violin knives do an
extremely fine job and are easy to sharpen so you can be on your mark
and get on with things in the shop.

Hock Tools Violin and Marking Knives — From Top: #VK025R, ¼"
right-hand bevel Violin Knife (also comes in left-hand bevel &
double bevel); #VK050R, ½" left-hand ¾" Violin Knife (also
comes in left-hand bevel & double bevel); #VK075R, ¾" righthand bevel Violin Knife (also comes in left-hand bevel & double
bevel); #MK025, ¼" Marking Knife; and #MK075, ¾" Marking
Knife.
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